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Amigurumi (stuffed toy) Tips 
 

When making toys the gauge is not important. 

However it is important to crochet very tightly  

to keep any gaps between stitches very small.  

This will help keep the piece the correct shape  

and size and will prevent the stuffing from  

showing through the stitches.  

 

Both balls shown were made with the same  

hook and yarn but the smaller ball has the  

correct tension. 

               Another important thing to remember  

              when working in the round is to keep track 

          of the first stitch in the row with a stitch 

                      marker. When you come back around to the  

              marker you will know you are ready to begin  

                        the next row.  

 

          Take a look at how I have my safety pin 

         marking my first stitch. You can see that 

        the pin is going under both loops of the  

           stitch. When working amigurumi patterns        

                         you will be working into both loops of the  

               stitch. Occasionally patterns will call for you 

              to work in either the front loop only or back 

               loop only to achieve a certain look, but these    

                                                               are exceptions and will be stated in the  

               pattern. 

 

If you look again at the photo above, notice  

how I have curved the piece away from me.  

The side facing you is the outside. You will be  

able to see the V shaped stitches.   

 

To the right is a picture of the inside. You can  

see the difference, there are no V’s visible and  

the tail from your adjustable ring will be on the  

inside.  
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Daisy Pin Cushion Skill level: Easy Beginner 
 

What you will need 
- less than 30 yards of #4 worsted weight    

  yarn (Aran) in green, white, and yellow     

- Scissors 

- Yarn needle 

- Stitch marker 

- 3.5mm crochet hook 

- stuffing 

US Terms 

Single Crochet    sc 

Slip Stitch           sl st 

Decrease    dec.  

    single crochet 2 stitches together  

Increase   inc.  

    work 2 single crochet stitches in the 

    same stitch 

  

Base 
Use green 

 

Rnd. 1: Make adjustable ring (6) 

Rnd. 2: sc 2x in each stitch (12) 

Rnd. 3: *sc 1x, inc* 6x (18) 

Rnd. 4: *sc 2x, inc* 6x (24) 

Rnd. 5: *sc 3x, inc* 6x (30) 

slip stitch, pull yarn thru stitch  

leaving a long tail for sewing. 

 
 
Flower Center 
Use yellow 

 

Rnd. 1: Make adjustable ring (6) 

Rnd. 2: sc 2x in each stitch (12) 

Rnd. 3: *sc 1x, inc* 6x (18) 

Rnd. 4: *sc 2x, inc* 6x (24) 

Rnd. 5: *sc 3x, inc* 6x (30) 

Rnd. 6-8: sc in each stitch (30) 

slip stitch, pull yarn thru stitch  

leaving a long tail for sewing 
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Flower Petal 

Make 6 

Use white 

Rnd. 1: Make adjustable ring (6)  

Rnd. 2: sc 2x in each stitch (12) 

Rnd. 3-6: sc in each stitch (12) 

Rnd. 7: partial round- dec 2x only, stop (10) 

Slip stitch and pull thru leaving a long tail 

 

 

Assemble the Flower 
Sandwich a flower petal between the base and the flower center 

 

 
Stitch through all three pieces to secure. Line up the single crochet stitches and stitch 5 

stitches per petal.  
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Before closing the flower cut a piece of plastic the same size as the base and insert it inside. 

This will stop the pins from poking out the bottom of the pin cushion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resume sewing the remaining petals in place, and stuff well before sewing the final petal. 

Weave in the ends and cut all the tails. 

  

You did it! Thank you for choosing my pattern!  

If you would like to share your finished daisy I would love to see it! 

You can upload a photo to Instagram or Facebook with hashtag #StuffandFluffDesigns 
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